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FACILITATING GROUP COMMUNICATION:
THE INTERACTIVE MANAGEMENT APPROACH

I Introduction

A crucial distinction can be made between the differenttypes of problems faced by managers in today's organizations.One set of management problems, designated "Class I" or "Normal"problems (see ChristakiS and Keever, 1984), consists of thoseproblems for which the knowledge necessary for solving themexists within a single discipline, which are characterized by ahierarchical involvement of units in an organization, which canbe solved by following a proven series of steps, and which demandno need to reassess the basic variables or assumptions underlyingthe problem. "Class II" or "Complex" problems, on the otherhand, are associated with multiple disciplines, involve differentunits at the same level in an organization, cannot be solved byfollowing past methods, and demand reevaluation of the basicvariables and assumptions underlying the problem. These types ofproblems have been defined by a number of scholars, includingArgyris (1982), Cleveland (1973), Kemeny (1980), Ackoff (1979),Simon (1960), and Rittel and Webber (1974).

Table 1 illustrates a sampling of conditions that affectproblem complexity. For example, the degrne of value agreementin terms of problem awareness or priority given to the problemcan have a significant impact on problem-solving efforts; thesame is true for the amount of time available. In general,each Class II problem will be characterized by one or more of the
conditions listed in the right-hand column of the table (andperhaps other similar conditions) in varying intensity.

Much of current management theory and practice is designedto deal with everyday (Class I) problems in an efficient andeffective manner. These methods are predominantly content-based;that is, the primary focus is to systematically gather thedisciplinary information necessary for solving the problem. Theassumption is that the solution is kH21/1092 deRBO2Ht; if theappropriate information can be gained, the answer to thesituation will be apparent. In many cases, the task is todiscover who has the appropriate information; in other cases, thetask is to conduct the appropriate research for uncovering thenecessary data.
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TABLE 1

A SAMPLING OF CONDITIONS AFFECTING PROBLEM COMPLEXITY

CONDITION EASY TO DEAL WITH

"CLASS - I"

DIFFICULT TO DEAL WITH

"CLASS - II"

1) Number Of
Disciplines
Involved

2) Degree Of Value
Agreement:

Single

Awareness Of
Problem High Awareness

Priority Given
To The Problem High Priority

Intensity Of
Concern High Intensity

3) Time Available Ample Time

4) Money Available Ample Money

5) Impact On Org.
Structure Or
Operation No Reorganization

6) Impact On
Resource
Allocation No Change

7) Environment
Stability Stable

8) Others

4

Multiple

Low Awareness

Low Priority

Low Intensity

Limited Time

Limited Money

Significant
Reorganization

Significant change
in resource alloca-
tion pattern
required

Turbulent
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Increasingly, however, managers find themselves facing morecomplex issues, and they find that these problems do not lendthemselves to conventional approaches. Traditional methods areineffective, and in many cases are counterproductive, in dealingwith complex issues. No clear answer to the complex problem canbe identified and in some cases one does not exist, necessitatingresearch. Instead, there are multiple qualitative as well asquantitative factors impacting on the resolution of thesituation. Most importantly, it is required in complex problemsituations that a variety of individuals in various departments,agencies, and perhaps even organizations provide their views andefforts toward solving the problem.

These multiple viewpoints provide opportunity for higherquaiity solutions, and they often enhance organizationalcooperation in the successful implementation of solutions.However, the integration of these Alfferent perspectivps in grout)Ngik iZ 9.1,M.A.11Y A .C13A11A.129,2 AMIRAfling in AgDPS &Yen the tAAJIitself. While conventional
management practices focus primarilyon the content necessary for obtaining a solution, they paylittle attention to the process necessary for moving a group ofindividuals toward an understanding of the complex problem and aconsensus on a solution. The deficiencies inherent in theseapproaches is made apparent by the following quote from Warfield(1976):

. the lack of substantive
knowledge (i.e.,the absence of adequate content) often is notthe major impediment to solving complexproblems. Rather the main impediments may beuncovered in the problem-solving context andin the pipmEss that are used within thatcontext.

The remainder of this paper will describe an approach togroup problem-solving which is specifically designed to work withcomplgx problems of a Class II nature and which focuses onmanagement of the group process. The approach to be described istermed "Interactive Management," originally developed by Warfieldand Christakis (see Warfield, 1983) and currently practiced bythe Center for Interactive Management at George Mason Universityin Fairfax, Virginia. The paper will focus on the ways in whichthe Interactive Management approach structures the communicationamong the participants in productive and efficient ways. Thefollowing section outlines some of the majcr problems in managinggroup process for complex problem-solving, and the final sectionwill describe the Interactive Management approach and how itdeals with these problems.
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gOaRlexYlablmn5g1sIng

In dealing with problems of a complex nature, there are avariety of factors that may obstruct or hinder the performance ofthe group. These factors include the following:

A) The Complexity Of The Problem

The scope of variables, disciplinary expertise, state-of-knowl edge about the issues, and similar factors mayoverwhelm and "gridlock" the performance of the group ofproblem-solvers, independent of other factors.

B) The Communication Among The Participants In The Problem-Solving Group

Participants who attempt to work out solutions to problemsin a small group setting encounter numerous difficulties inmanaging their communication efficiently and effectively.Especially when each of the participants possesses a highdegree of content expertise, it is extremely difficult todevelop an atmosphere where people listen and cooperate withone another. In addition, discussion often lacks direction,and many of the best ideas are either lost or else theynever surface in the competitive and evaluative atmospherethat develops.

The ability of participants to cooperate rather than competeis necessary for making progress towards problem resolution.Certain individual behavior may prematurely stifflecreativity, generation of alternatives, availability of keyinformation, and overall flow of information, andparticipants may be unaware of or insensitive to theirinhibiting behavior. Flexibility, openness of thought, andsuspended evaluation are critical in dealing withcomplexity. The following communication factors must becontrolled in order to minimize distracting factors andmaximize the flow of information.

a) Unfocused Discussion

The tendency of the group to shift topics or go offintangents.

b) Interruptions

The tendency of group members to interrupt each otherbefore ideas are fully expressed.

6
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c) Poor Listening

The impatience displayed by groups members who areeager to contribute
their own point of view rather thanlisten to others' views.

d) Individual Domination

The domination in the group by a few vocal or highstatus individuals.

e) Constraining
Communication Climate

The difficulty in establishing a climate of opennesswhere people feel free to contribute tentative orunconventional ideas.

f) Premature Evaluation

The tendency to judge ideas prematurely, before theyhave been sufficiently clarified.

g) Information Overload

The tendency of the group to deal with too many ideasat one time and also the natural, but limited abilityof individuals to assimilate information, processitems, and provide responses.

h) Inadequate Idea-Structuring

The difficulty in relating numerous diverse ideas toone another in a structured fashion.

i) Premature Solution Focus

The tendency to focus on a solution before the problemhas been adequately defined.
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C) The Circumstances Indirectly Affecting The Problem-SolvingEffort, Such As:

a) The Organizational Cultu,e

Certain acts, procedure, suggestions, and
recommendations may or may not be receptive to membersof the organization.

b) The Expected Purpose and Deliverables Of The GroupEffort: Managers' Expectations

The set of expectations concerning the deliverables, thetime allotted to the issue, and the resources needed maybe unclear at the outset of the work.

c) Organizational Incentives and Rewards

The set of incentives and disincentives affecting
individual and group performance may dramatically affectthe formation and outcomes of the group. Certain
organizations encourage participative problem-solvingwhile other organizations do not even provide adequate
meeting facilities.

D) The Actors Not Involved In The Problem-Solving Effort

Individuals who are not involved partially or completely inthe group work may not have a full appreciation of the
reasoning underpinning the identification of critical issues
and the formulation of solutions. This information can getlost in the transmission of the group's results to othermembers of the organization with a high likelihood of
distorting the information, motives, conclusions, andrecommendations.

E) The Approach (Methodologies) For Addressing The Problem

The group may lack a methodology for addressing the problemor they may be using a set of methodologies which areinadequate or mismatched to the complexity of the problem.Moreover, the members of the group may be insensitive to therole that good methodologies have in productive group work.
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F) The Resources Available to The Group
a) The Working Environment

The physical space for group problem solving may beinadequate in terms of size, equipment, comfort, orconvenience, as well as a sufficient amount of timefor effective problem-solving.
b) Time Allotted

The group may be given an unrealistic time frame forproblem resolution.

c) Scope Of Inquiry and Need For Closure

The complexity of the problem may precondition thegroup members to ignore or re-evaluate morefundamental assumptions and values associated withthe problem. Consequently, commonplacerecommendations and solutions are rediscovered andrepackaged.
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III Necessary Components Of Group Facilitation For
ComplexProplgm-Splving

Literature on small group interaction has presented severalmodels to facilitate the process of group decision-making. Mostof these methods are based on the steps of "reflective thinking"described by John Dewey (1910) and discussed in terms ofmanagement decision-making by H. A. Simon (1961). Simon outlinedthe three primary tasks of management as (a) gaining an adequateunderstanding of the nature of the problem (INTELLIGENCE Phase),(b) designing alternative solutions to the problem (DESIGNPhase), and (c) choosing among alternatives for the solutionwhich best fits the situation (CHOICE Phase).

Inspired by the models of Dewey and Simon, severalapproaches to group problem-solving have developed over the pasttwenty years which attempt to manage the process of groupinteraction. However, not all of them are designed for dealingwith SQMPLgi problems, and none of them employ an adequatesystems approach which incorporates all three of the necessarycomponents of management decision-making outlined by Dewey andSimon. Synectics (Prince, 1970), for example, emphasizes theintelligence' gathering stage, leaving the design and choice-making functions to the single individual who "owns" the problem.The Interaction Method (Doyle and Straus, 1976) is designedprimarily for streamlining conventional meetings through improvedrole definition and task divisions; however, its applicability tocomplex problems is severely limited due to its inattention tomethodologies for synthesis, for example. Quality Circles(Dewar, 1983) are designed primarily as a way for work groups toidentify and solve problems related to the product or servicebeing produced by the group and they are rarely applied tocomplex problems. Consensus Mapping (Hart, Bcroush, Enk, andHornick, 1985), a relatively new technique which attempts to helpgroups structure ideas into organized and interrelated sets, hasnot demonstrated an ability to deal with large-scale problemsituations of a Class II nature.

DEspite the usefulness of describing the group communicationproblems associated with complex problem-solving, the delineationdoes not offer
sufficient guidance in devising a schema forimproving problem-solving. However, it does provide a startingpoint for searching for new or improved methods and systems.While it is probably not possible to devise a single approach togroup problem-solving which deals completely and unequivocallywith all of the factors discussed in Section II of this paper,there are some key factors which can be controlled and changed tohelp overcome or minimize some of the problems presented. Theseinclude:

10
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Clear separation of roles during the problem-solvingprocess such as content expertise, the context of theproblem-solving situation, and the processes to be used.
Definite control of group process, maximizing the flow ofcommunication among the participants.

Problem identification preceding generation ofalternatives, preceding selection of preferredalternatives.

Use of tested,
behavorially and technically balancedgroup methodologies.

Specially designed environment, minimizing factors whichdistract from group work and maximizing flow ofinformation.

Such a system of complex problem-solving has been designed,developed, and tested based on these principal ideas. Thissystem, called Interactive Management, is described next withspecial attention to overcoming the group management problemsdiscussed above.

13L_Thc_Egandatiote_SLintralistlYsliannstient
Designed specifically around the three principal fuoctionsof management discussed above (Intelligence, Design , andChoice), Interactive Management involves a studied mix of fivesynergistic ingredients:

The Participants or Group of Stakeholders,The IM Facilitator,
The Computer, software, and peripheral equipment,The Specially-Designed "Situation RQom", andThe CONSENSUS Methodologies.

As discussed earlier, when addressing a complex problem, ithas been found to be useful to make a distinction betweencontent, problem-solving context, and problem-solving processes.(Warfield, 1984; Christakis and Keever, 1984). The participantsare entirely responsible for the content or corpus of knowledgeassociated with the complex problem. The problem-solvingcontext refers to the scope or bounds of the problem to beaddressed which is eiso the responsibility of the participants.The problem-soiAing processes are addressed by the four remainingsynergistic components mentioned above. Problem-solving

ii
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progress is denoted by moving the participants from theIntelligence phase to the Design and then to the Choice phasethrough a careful selection and application of the ConsensusMethodologies in conjunction with the IM Facilitator, computer,and "Situation Room" See Figure 1.

Interactive Management is practiced when the five componentsco-exist. In more detail these components are:

An IN Facilitator
to organize and conduct the group work inaccordance with the principles ofInteractive Management.

Participants 5 to 12 individuals who possess contentexpertise on the problem situation.

Consensus
Methodologies that promote the qualitative optimization ofthe three functions of management byproviding the opportunity for focused, opendialogue in structuring ideas, designingalternatives, and doing tradeoffs. Figure 1illustrates the relationship between theConsensus Methodologies and the threeprincipal functions of management.

Computer Equipment
and Programs that are always used in conjunction with anIM Facilitator. The programs are based onsound behavorial and technical principlesand are used for accomplishing:

a) the efficient derivation by participantsof structural maps illustrating
relationships among ideas proposed bythe participants, and

b) Tradeoff analysis with both qualitativeand quantitative attributes.

smow via
* By including Pesian, Intaractive Management is distinguishedfrom narrower "management science° and 'decision analysis"concepts which tend to deal only with final choice.

12
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a specially designed "Situation Room" toenhance the productivity, creativity, andcomfort of the participants, as well asprovide:

a) an adaptability of the physical settingbased on the participants' position inthe IM spectrum,

extensive display space supporting asense of progress and an audit trail,and

c) ample space to accommodate up to twenty-five silent observers and supporters.

Each of these five components is critical to and inseparablefor the proper practice of Interactive Management. Using theGreek letter I (Sigma) to denote the integration of resourcesfor problem solving, the term "Sigma Five" has been used todescribe the integrative capability of the Interactive Managementapproach. That is, all five components listed above must bepresent when practicing IM.

The typical practice of Interactive Management involvesclose cooperation and collaboration of the client, sponsor, andIM Facilitator in the design and conduct of a series of IMsessions aimed at resolving the complex issue at hand. Becausethe detailed tasks of resolving the complex problems aretypically unknown at the outset, the IM approach provides aflexible, yet focused approach by moving the same set ofparticipants through the Intelligence, Design, and Choice phase.This progression is taken as an indication of pLogress. The rateat which the group moves through these phases is dictated by thecomplexity of the problem, the capabilities of the participants,and the availability of resources (usually the time commitment ofthe participants). Throughout the process, participants, withthe help of the other four components of the IM system, areengaged in idea generation and clarification, idea structuringand comparison, and idea communication.

* - Demosophia is a new word conflated from the Greek words"demos" (community) and "sophia" (wisdom).
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Figure 1

INTERACTIVE MANAGEMENT SPECTRUM

Progress

MANAGEMENT
FUNCTIONS

CONSENSUS
METHODOLOGIES

INTELLIGENCE DESIGN CHOICE

1) ldeawriting

2).Nominal Group
Technique

3) Interpretive
Structural Modeling

4) Delphi

5) Options Field

6) Options Profile

7) Tradeoff Analysis

14
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At various stages, selected methodologies are applied asindicated in Fit7ure 1. The Consensus Methodologies have beencarefully selected to screen out the undesirable behavior ofindividuals and groups identified in Section II, whileencouraging and supporting idea generation, clarification,structuring, and transmission. The appendix of this paperdescribes in more detail the criteria used in the selection ofthe Consensus Methodologies.

In practice, the communication patterns may be varieddepending on the capabilities of the participants and theirposition in the IM spectrum. Figure 2 illustrates severalcommon communication patterns and networks which exist in smallgroup communication. For example, during the generation ofideas using the Nominal Group Technique, participants, under theguidance of the IM Facilitator, use a circular pattern.However, during the clarification portion of the NGT process, anall-channel communication patterns is used, again under theguidance of the IM Facilitator. The wheel pattern exists whenthe groups bret,kout for smaller group activity, such asIdeawriting. The chain model may occur when the participantsvote on lists of ideas. The Y pattern may develop when thesilent observers are consulted by an active participant forbackground information or opinions about an issue.

It ls this Integrated pature which Allows IN to overcomemany sd the Problems id complex problem-solving cited previously.In contrast, almost all meetings held in organizations can beclassified as "Sigma Two', namely a chairperson
(facilitator) andparticipants attempting to solve a management problem. Aquality circle group is an example of a "Sigma Two' meeting.While "Sigma Two" meetings are usually effective for certaintypes of Class I problems, they are almost always !meffective andinefficient for solving Class II problems because they havefailed to address the larger scope of problems discussed inSection II and the interrelationships among those problems.This la one reason why conventional approaches to solving ClassII problems typically fail.

The Interactive Management system of management decision-making appears to overcome or minimize many of the problemsdiscussed in Section II. An elaboration of the capabilities OfIM to deal with problems identified in Section II is provided inTable 2.
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FIGURE 2

FrVECOMMON COMMUNICATION PATTERNS THAT
OCCUR DURING THE PRACTICE OF INTERACTIVE MANAGEMENT

Wheel

Chain

lb

Circle

All Channel

(Ref. Steiner, 1972)
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TABLE 2

BOW INTERACTIVE MANAGEMENT ADDRESSES
MAJOR OBSTACLES/PROBLEMS IN COMPLEX GROUP PROBLEM-SOLVING

Problem Area
Interactive Management (IM)

Response

A) The Complexity Of The
Problem

The IM approach uses the functions
of Intelligence, Design, and Choice tomap out the direction for management
decision-making. Moreover, by
clarifying the role of context,
content, and process, participants areable to focus on the knowledge
generation, structuring, and
communication.

B) The Communication Among The
Participants In The
Problem-Solving Group

Overall, the IM Facilitator's primaryfunction is to monitor and encouragepositive group maintenance roles.Using the Consensus Methodologies andthe IM Spectrum, the IM Facilitatorcan select the appropriate methodologythat is commensurate with the group'sprogress. Each Consensus Methodologyallows for various task roles whichthe participants and observersfulfill.

1 r
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TABLE 2

ROW INTERACTrVE MANAGEMENT ADDRESSES

MAJOR OBSTACLES/PROBLEMS IN COMPLEX GROUP PROBLEM-SOLVING

(Cont'd)

Problem Area
Interactive Management (114)

Response

B) The Communication Among The
Participants In The
Problem-Solving Group
(Cont'd)

a) Unfocused Discussion

b) Interruptions

c) Poor Listening

The IM Facilitator focuses the group's
discussion to be within the context
established by the client prior to theIM Session. Many times, participantsaze self-enforcing of the bounds ofeiscussion.

Also, the requirements of the
participants during the application ofeach Consensus Methodology does not
overload them to the point that
unfocused discussions arise.

The IM Facilitator diagnoses and
enforces proper group maintenance
roles.

The Consensus Methodologies require
aTtive involvement by the
participants. The methodologies
require attention and listening, butthe methodologies also provide for
repeated exchange of information tocorrect for deficienc or inattentive
listening by one or several
participants.

The IM process is self-documenting andthus helps to improve on listeningskills.

1 s
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TABLE 2

BOW INTERACTrVE MANAGZMENT ADDRESSES

MAJOR OBSTACLES/PROBLEMS IN COMPLEX GROUP PROBLEM-SOLVING

(Cont'd)

Problem Area
Interactive Management (IM)

Response

B) The Communication Among The
Participants In The
Problem-Solving Group
(Cont'd)

d) Individual Domination

The IM Facilitator
controls dominationby a few vocal or high status

individuals.

e) Constraining Communication
Climate

The Consensus Methodologies and IM
Facilitator encourage participants
to be open and creative with
the generation and discussion
of tentative or unconventional
ideas.

f) Premature Evaluation

By following the path of Intelligence,Design, and Choice, evaluation ofideas is reberved until complete
clarifi:ation and understanding ofsimple and complex ideas is achieved.

lb
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TABLE 2

HOW INTERACTIVE MANAGEMENT ADDRESSES

MAJOR OBSTACLES/PROBLEMS IN COMPLEX GROUP PROBLEM-SOLVING

(Cont'd)

Problem Area
Interactive Management (IM)

Response
B) The Communication Among The

Participants In The
Problem-Soiving Group
(Cont'd)

g) Information Overload

The IM process breaks the complexity
into manageable chunks that are
responsive to the information
processing capabilities and rates ofthe participants. Through the meta-
process of idea generation,
structuring and communication, the
cognitive overloads of individuals areminimized, but the complexity of the
issue is preserved through an easily
traced audit trail and the attentionto subproblems and their
interdependencies.

h) Inadequate Idea-Structuring

The Consensus Methodologies set
contains the option of developing
generic structures through the use of
Interpretive Structural Modeling.
This computer-assisted methodologyallows for structuring a diverse setof elements using any transitivecontextual relationship. The use ofthe computer allows the IM Facilitatorand participants to focus on the
questions of pairwise relationships
while minimizing their need to trackthe overall structure, record keeping,and display needs.

i) Premature Solution Focus

The IM process enforces the proper
Intelligence work prior to Design
work, prior to Chcice making.

20
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TABLE 2

BO( INTERACTIVE MANAGEMENT ADDRESSES

MAJOR OBSTACLES/PROBLEMS IN COMPLEX GROUP PROBLEM-SOLVING

(Cont'd)

Problem Area
Interactiqe Management (IM)

Response

C) The Circumstances
Indirectly Affecting The
Problem-Solving Effort,
Such AB:

a) The Organizational Culture

The IM process is usually not startedwith an organization that does not
appreciate and understand the
ramifications of participative
decision-making. The sense of the
organizational culture and receptivityof the client is one of the key
criteria for conducting IM sessions.

b) The Expected Purpose and
Deliverables Of The Group
Effort: Managers'
Expectations

The IM process conditions managers notto expect a "quick fix." Adequatetime must be committed by participantsbefore the IM sessions are started.If this key criterion is not met, thenIM sessions are not held.

c) Organizational Incentives
and Rewards

The top managers of the organizationmust recognize that IM is capable ofdealing with complex issues which havefailed to yield to conventional
approaches. The progress towardssolution of the complex issues must befactored into the time and efforts ofthe participants.
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TABLE 2

HOW INTERACTIVE MANAGEMENT ADDRESSES

MAJOR OBSTACLES/PROBLEMS IN COMPLEX GROUP PROBLEM-SOLVING

jCont'd)

Problem Area
Interactive Management (IM)

Response

D) The Actors Not Involved In
The Problem-Solving Effort

E) The Approach

(Methodologies) For
Addressing The Problem

The inclusion of silent observers intothe IM process allows for improved
understanding of the rationalebehind the ideas generated and
structured. Moreover, because theIM process is self-documenting,any point in the process can be
re-examined for clarity and
understanding.

All of the Consensus Methodologies
have been tested and applied in
numerous settings. A set of criteria
for selecting Consensus Methodologies
is contained in the appendix.

Moreover, the dedication of a physical
facility (costing approximately
$100,000), the training requirementsof the IM Facilitator, and the
separation of content, context, and
process educates and reinforces tothe participants the importance of
good methodologies.
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TABLE 2

BOW INTERACTIVE
MANAGEMENT ADDRESSES

MAJOR OBSTACLES/PROBLEMS IN COMPLEX GROUP PROBLEM-SOLVING

(Cont'd)

Problem Area
Interactive Management (IM)

Response

F) The Resources Available to
The Group

a) The Working Environment

b) Time Allotted

DEMOSOPHIA is specially designed tosupport the comfort of the
participant, an audit trail of ideas,adequate physical space for collectiveand small group problem-solving.
sufficient display space, and othergroup maintenance role
functions.

IM sessions are never started withoutthe full and dedicated time commitmentof the sponsor and participants. Alack of commitment usuallyindicates a misunderstanding orunawareness of the complexity ofthe problem.

c) Scope Of Inquiry and Need
For Closure

Since complex problems are
unprogrammable, it is difficult topredict the precise outcomes of the IMsessions. The products unfold overtime and lead to more detailed,
integrated task force work or to
researchable topics. In this sense,some closure is obtained, but thedegree and expectations of closureusually do not become clear until an
adequate collective understanding ofthe problem has been achieved.
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ggagigsign

This paper has described a relative new approach to problem-solving which focuses on complex problems and which is builtaround the three necessary components of effective problemresolution -- Intelligence, Design and Choice. InteractiveManagement utilizes five synergistic components to overcome manyof the common communication problems of group work.

While the formal evaluation of the effectiveness ofInteractive Management is only now beginning, prelimfnaryindit.ations from applications to client-funded complex problem-solving suggest that IM is highly effective in making majorcontributions to the resolution of complex problems. Table 3illustrates some of the more recent applications of InteractiveManagement to various projects. The next step is to bein themore formal testing of its long-term
effectiveness.

2 4
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TABLE 3

RECENT APPLICATIONS OF INTERACTIVE MANAGEMENT

CLIENT
NATURE oylEig IN APPLICATION

U.S. Forest Service
Identifying and structuring of
problems related to the National
Forest System.

National Marine Fisheries Public Forum for identifyingService/National Fisheries roler and options for American-Institute
izing a segment of the seafood
induEtry.

George Mason University
Anticipating the GMU Image for
1990.

Department Of
Designing a Center for EE RelatedElectrical Engineering
Research Activities.

Agricultural Research
Service Structuring of Management

Problems and Solutions for the
Beltsville Area.

Task Force on Environmental
Designing Action Plans forCancer and Heart and Lung
Managing Laboratory QualityDisease
Assurance.

National Marines Fisheries
Service

Organizational Redesign For The
1990's.
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APPENDIX

CRITERIA TO BE MET FOR INCLUSION

IN THE SETS)? CONSENSUS METHODLOGIFS

The Consensus Methodologies set must meet certainrequirements in order to have this name. Here are requirementsthat are met by this set of seven methodologies.

There must be at least one (and preferably several)
methodology that permits efficient generation of ideasby groups (such as sets of goals, objectives,activities, programs titles, project title, etc.).

There must be at least one (and preferably several)
methodology that allows for efficient structuring ofideas by individuals or groups (to produce such thingsas intent structures, activity sequence diagrams,priority structures, DELTA charts, etc4.

There must be at least one (and preferably several)
methodology that offers a complete process forindividuals or groups to use in designing alternatives,and which recognizes certain laws of design.

The methodologies must not place demands on groups thatthey cannot reasonably be expected to accomplish, basedon their backgrounds, experience, and education.

The division of labor between the people and thecomputer should be explicitly appropriate to assure thatpeople do what they do best and the computer does whatit does best, thereby maximizing the contribution ofthe group and saving their time.

The methodologies should exhibit both a sound behavioraldesign and a sound technical design, both beingclearly explainable, with the two components ofmethodological design being mutually compatible and
reinforcing wherever possible.
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The methodologies should have histories of successfulapplication which are available in the open literature.

* The methodologies should themselves be described in openliterature, in-which their connection to the corpus ofscientific knowledge is exhibited.

To be admitted to the set of consensus methodologies, itmust be clear that an admitted methodology either

(a) is not a special case of one that is already in theset, or

(b) that there is some unique benefit by givingmembership to that special case.

* Except in the case of some clear advantage, membershipin a set of consensus methodologies shall favor non-proprietary methodologies aver proprietary
methodologies.

The methodologies should be transferable from the source
organization to the client organization with a
reasonable amount of training and software modification.

* Other things being equal, methodologies that have
undergone rigorous peer review in refereed publicationsare preferred to those that have not been so tested.

The methodologies must be participative, that is, theymust be specifically amenable to contributions from allwho are involved in their use.

The methodologies must involve specific activities thathelp to assure good communication, especially
clarification of the individual component topics thatare dealt with when working with an issue.

* There must be provision for open dialog, and for equal
decision-making powers for all participants, in orderto stimulate consensus.
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Process roles must be clearly defined for thesemethodologies. Generally speaking, participants in theprocesses will be distinguished from facilitators, withthe latter playing only process roles and notsubstantive roles involving issues under discussion.

There must be provision for possible iteration in theuse of the consensus methodologies, to allow for theintroduction of new knowledge that was not readily
available at the time of use.

* There must be provision for full documentation of whatis done, should it be required.

The methodologies must be very efficient in the use ofthe time of the participants.

The graphics used in the methodology shall betranslatable, rather than intuitive. This means thatthe graphics must be uniquely translatable into prose.While this does not absolutely assure goodcommunication, it does assure that the graphics do notintroduce new ambiguity. Also it allows us to takeadvantage of the compactness of graphic expression,while retaining the explanatory power of proseexpression.

The graphics that accompany the methodologies shall, intheir choice of symbols, anticipate the rapidly-
approaching time when the graphics can be organized andprinted automatically. While the benefit in time-saving and clarity of presentation will be appealing, itis even more important that the graphics encourage andstimulate revision so that the graphics can be kept upto date and reflect new knowledge that is gained.

(Extracted From An Unpublished
Paper On Consensus Methodlogies
By J. N. Warfield, 1982)
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